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(54) WASHING MACHINE

(57) Disclosed herein is a washing machine including
a time setting unit (32) configured to set an operation
time, and a controller (24) configured to control the laun-
dry treatment operation so as to be terminated before
expiration of the operating time by adjusting at least one

of a level of water supplied to a washing tub (3) to execute
at least one of the wash and the rinse, a number of times
of executing the rinse and an execution time of the
spin-dry, according to the operation time set through the
time setting unit (32).
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Description

[0001] In general, a washing machine is an apparatus which washes laundry, such as clothes or bedclothes, using
the emulsification action of detergent, a water current generated by a washing tub or a pulsator, or mechanical power
of the pulsator.
[0002] Such a washing machine sequentially performs a wash in which a detergent is supplied to remove contaminants
from laundry, a rinse in which the detergent is removed from the laundry, and a spin-dry in which water is removed from
the laundry by rotating a washing tub containing the laundry at a high speed.
[0003] Conventionally, when driving of the washing machine is started according to various setting items input by a
user through a control panel, an amount of laundry put into the washing tub (hereinafter, referred to as a "laundry amount")
is sensed, a proper laundry treatment operation is set according to the sensed laundry amount, and an execution time
of the laundry treatment operation is set. In the conventional washing machine, when the laundry treatment operation
is set according to the laundry amount, it is difficult for a user to arbitrarily adjust the execution time of the laundry
treatment operation.
[0004] An object of the present invention is to provide a washing machine in which a laundry treatment operation
including a wash, a rinse and a spin-dry is terminated within a time set by a user.
[0005] Another object of the present invention is to provide a washing machine in which various properties necessary
to execute a laundry treatment operation are automatically adjusted according to a time input by a user.
[0006] The objects of the present invention are not limited to the above-mentioned objects and other objects that have
not been mentioned above will become evident to those skilled in the art from the following description.
[0007] To achieve the above objects, there is provided a washing machine according to an exemplary embodiment
of the present invention, executing a laundry treatment operation including a wash to remove contaminant from laundry
by applying detergent to the laundry, a rinse to remove the detergent from the laundry, and a spin-dry to remove water
from the laundry by rotating a washing tub containing the laundry at a high speed, the washing machine including a time
setting unit configured to set an operation time, and a controller configured to control the laundry treatment operation
so as to be terminated before expiration of the operating time by adjusting at least one of a level of water supplied to
the washing tub to execute at least one of the wash and the rinse, a number of times of execution of the rinse and an
execution time of the spin-dry, according to the operation time set through the time setting unit.
[0008] The washing machine may further include a laundry amount setting unit configured to set an amount of the
laundry, wherein the controller may set a range of a time, inputtable through the time setting unit, according to the amount
of the laundry set through the laundry amount setting unit.
[0009] The controller may increase lower and upper limits of the inputtable time, as the amount of the laundry set
through the laundry amount setting unit increases.
[0010] The washing machine may further include a contamination degree setting unit configured to set a contamination
degree, wherein the controller may set a range of a time, inputtable through the time setting unit, according to the
contamination degree set through the contamination degree setting unit.
[0011] The controller may increase lower and upper limits of the inputtable time, as the contamination degree set
through the contamination degree setting unit increases.
[0012] The washing machine may further include a water level setting unit configured to set a water supply level,
wherein the controller may set the range of a time, inputtable through the time setting unit, according to the water supply
level set through the water level setting unit.
[0013] The controller may increase lower and upper limits of the inputtable time, as the water supply level set through
the water level setting unit increases.
[0014] The controller may adjust a gradient of acceleration of the washing tub during the spin-dry according to the
operation time set through the time setting unit.
[0015] The controller may set the gradient of acceleration to be increased, as the operation time set through the time
setting unit decreases.
[0016] The controller may adjust a rotation speed maintained by the washing tub during the spin-dry according to the
operation time set through the time setting unit.
[0017] The controller may increase the rotation speed maintained by the washing tub during the spin-dry, as the
operation time set through the time setting unit decreases.
[0018] The controller may adjust a time taken for the washing tub to be rotated while maintaining a predetermined
spin-drying rotation speed during the spin-dry according to the operation time set through the time setting unit.
[0019] The controller may decrease the time taken for the washing tub to be rotated while maintaining the spin-drying
rotation speed, as the operation time set through the time setting unit decreases.
[0020] The above and other objects, features and other advantages of the present invention will be more clearly
understood from the following detailed description taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which:
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FIG. 1 is a cross-sectional view of a washing machine in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention;
FIGs. 2 and 3 are block diagrams illustrating control relations among main elements of the washing machine shown
in FIG. 1; and
FIG. 4 is a view illustrating a control panel in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention.

[0021] The advantages and features of the present invention, and the way of attaining the same, will become apparent
with reference to embodiments described below in conjunction with the accompanying drawings. Reference will now be
made in detail to the preferred embodiments of the present invention, examples of which are illustrated in the accom-
panying drawings. Wherever possible, the same reference numbers will be used throughout the drawings to refer to the
same or like parts.
[0022] FIG. 1 is a cross-sectional view of a washing machine in accordance with one embodiment of the present
invention. FIGs. 2 and 3 are block diagrams illustrating control relations among main elements of the washing machine
shown in FIG. 1. FIG. 4 is a view illustrating a control panel in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention.
[0023] A washing machine in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention may execute a laundry
treatment operation including a wash in which a detergent is applied to the laundry such that contaminants is removed
from laundry, a rinse in which the detergent is removed from the laundry, and a spin-dry in which water is removed from
the laundry by rotating a washing tub containing the laundry at a high speed. The laundry treatment operation may be
executed based on various setting items input through an input unit 30, which will be described later. Hereinafter, a time
from when the laundry treatment operation is initiated till when the laundry treatment operation is terminated will be
referred to as an operation time.
[0024] With reference to FIGs. 1 and 2, the washing machine in accordance with one embodiment of the present
invention may include a casing 1 forming the external appearance of the washing machine and a control panel 11
disposed on the casing 1. The control panel 11 may include the input unit 30 to receive various control commands from
a user and a display unit 40 to display information regarding the operating state of the washing machine. A door 7 to
open or close an opening (not shown) through which laundry enters may be provided on the casing 1 so as to be pivotable
about the casing 1.
[0025] An outer tub 2 to contain washing water may be suspended within the casing 1 by a support rod 15 and a
washing tub 3 to receive laundry may be provided within the outer tub 2 so as to be rotatable about a vertical axis. A
pulsator 4 is provided on the bottom of the washing tub 3 so as to be rotatable and a plurality of holes to pass washing
water is formed through the washing tub 3.
[0026] The casing 1 may include a cabinet 12 with an opened upper surface, and a top cover 14 provided at the
opened upper surface. The top cover 14 has an opening formed at the center thereof so that laundry may be put into
the washing tub 2 through the opening.
[0027] The support rod 15 is extended in the longitudinal direction, one end of the support rod 15 is connected to the
casing 1 and a suspension (not shown) to elastically support the outer tub 2 is provided at the other end of the support
rod 15. One end of the support rod 15 may be connected to any one of the cabinet 12 and the top cover 14, and the
cabinet 12 or the top cover 14 may include a connection unit (not shown) to which the support rod 15 is pivotally connected.
[0028] A supply water flow path 5 is connected to an external water source, such as a faucet, and guides water to the
inside of the outer tub 2 and/or the washing tub 3. A water supply valve 6 to control a water flow may be provided on
the water supply path 5. A detergent box 16 to receive detergent may be provided on the top cover 14. When water is
supplied to perform wash, washing water guided along the water supply path 5 may be input to the inside of the washing
tub 3 via the detergent box 16.
[0029] A drain path 9 serves to drain washing water within the outer tub 2. A drain valve 8 to control a water flow
through the drain path 9 and a drain pump 10 to discharge washing water in the drain path 9 to the outside of the washing
machine. A drive unit 13 rotates the washing tub 3 and/or the pulsator 4. The drive unit 13 may include a rotating motor
and a clutch to transmit rotating force of the motor selectively to the washing tub 3 or the pulsator 4. The washing tub 3
and the pulsator 4 may be integrally rotated or the pulsator 4 alone may be rotated in the stopped state of the washing
tub 3 by the switch operation of the clutch.
[0030] With reference to FIG. 2, the input unit 30 may include a mode setting unit 31, a time setting unit 32, a laundry
amount setting unit 33, a contamination degree setting unit 34 and/or a water level setting unit 35. Various setting items
input through these respective elements may be input to the controller 24 through electrical signals, and the controller
24 may electrically control various elements forming the washing machine according to the input setting items.
[0031] A user may set an operation time through the time setting unit 32. The controller 24 may adjust at least one of
a level of water to be supplied to the inside of the washing tub 3 (hereinafter, referred to as a "water supply level") so
as to execute at least one of wash and rinse, a number of times to perform wash or rinse and an execution time (Ts) of
the spin-dry and, according to the operation time (Tset; hereinafter, referred to as a "set operation time") set through
the time setting unit 32 and thus control the laundry treatment operation to be terminated before the set operation time
(Tset) expires. Such control carried by the controller 24 is performed, when the user selects a specific mode (hereinafter,
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referred to as a "time wash mode") through the mode setting unit 31.
[0032] The user may set the amount of laundry (hereinafter, referred to as a "laundry amount") through the laundry
amount setting unit 33. The set laundry amount may be displayed through the display unit 40 or indicator lights provided
on the control panel 11 (with reference to FIG. 4).
[0033] The controller 24 may set a range of time, which may be input through the time setting unit 32, according to
the laundry amount set through the laundry amount setting unit 33. For example, Table 1 below exemplarily states, if
"small amount", "medium amount" or "large amount" may be set as the laundry amount through the laundry amount
setting unit 33, ranges of time which may be set so as to correspond to the respective laundry amounts.

[0034] As known from Table 1, the controller 24 may set a range of time, which may be input through the time setting
unit 32, according to the laundry amount set through the laundry amount setting unit 33. Particularly, as the laundry
amount set through the laundry amount setting unit 32 increases, the controller 24 may increase the upper and lower
limits of the range of time, which may be input through the time setting unit 32. For example, in Table 1, if "medium
amount" is set as the laundry amount, an operation time between 50 mins. (the lower limit) and 80 mins. (the upper limit)
may be input and, if "large amount" is set as the laundry amount, an operation time between 90 mins. (the lower limit)
and 120 mins. (the upper limit) may be input, i.e., the operation time for the large amount may be increased, as compared
to the operation time for the small amount or the medium amount.
[0035] The controller 24 may control the display unit 40 so as to display an operation time which may be set at present
and, whenever the time setting unit 32 is selected, the time displayed through the display unit 40 may be varied. For
example, if "large amount" is selected as the laundry amount, the display unit 40 displays the lower limit (90 mins., 1:30)
of the time which may be selected as an initial value and, whenever the time setting unit 32 is selected, the time increases
by 10 mins. Then, after the time reaches the upper limit (120 mins., 2:00), the time may return to the initial value. When
the user confirms the time through the display unit 40 and then selects a specific key (for example, an operation/stop
key 37) provided through the input unit 30, the time displayed on the display unit 40 is set as an operation time and the
laundry treatment operation is executed so as to be completed within the set operation time (Tset) under the control of
the controller 24.
[0036] The user may set the contamination degree of laundry through the contamination degree setting unit 34. The
contamination degree set through the contamination degree setting unit 34 may be displayed through the display unit
40 or indicator lights provided on the control panel 11 (FIG. 4 exemplarily illustrates display of three contamination
degrees including "high", "middle" and "low").
[0037] The controller 24 may set a range of time, which may input through the time setting unit 32, according to the
contamination degree set through the contamination degree setting unit 34. Particularly, as the contamination degree
set through the contamination degree setting unit 34 increases, the controller 24 may increase the upper and lower limits
of the range of time which may be input through the time setting unit 32.
[0038] Table 2 below exemplarily states, if "high", "middle" or "low" may be set as the contamination degree through
the contamination degree setting unit 34, ranges of time which may be set so as to correspond to the respective con-
tamination degrees.

[0039] In the same manner as the above description with reference to Table 1, the controller 24 may control the display
unit 40 so as to display an operation time which may be set at present and, whenever the time setting unit 32 is selected,
the time displayed through the display unit 40 may be varied. When a specific key (for example, the operation/stop key

[Table 1]

Laundry Amount Operation time (Tset) which may be input

Small 20∼40 mins.

Medium 50∼80 mins.

Large 90∼120 mins.

[Table 2]

Contamination degree Operation time (Tset) which may be input

High 20∼40 mins.

Middle 50∼80 mins.

Low 90∼120 mins.
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37) provided through the input unit 30 is selected, the time displayed on the display unit 40 is set as an operation time
and the laundry treatment operation is executed so as to be completed within the set operation time (Tset) under the
control of the controller 24.
[0040] The user may set a water supply level through the water level setting unit 35. The water supply level set through
the water level setting unit 35 may be displayed through the display unit 40 or indicator lights provided on the control
panel 11 (with reference to FIG. 4).
[0041] The controller 24 may set a range of time, which may input through the time setting unit 32, according to the
water supply level set through the water level setting unit 35. Particularly, as the water supply level set through the water
level setting unit 35 increases, the controller 24 may increase the upper and lower limits of the range of time which may
be input through the time setting unit 32.
[0042] Table 3 below exemplarily states, if "high", "middle" or "low" may be set as the water supply level through the
water level setting unit 35, ranges of time which may be set so as to correspond to the respective water levels.

[0043] In the same manner as the above description with reference to Table 1, the controller 24 may control the display
unit 40 so as to display an operation time which may be set at present and, whenever the time setting unit 32 is selected,
the time displayed through the display unit 40 may be varied. When a specific key (for example, the operation/stop key
37) provided through the input unit 30 is selected, the time displayed on the display unit 40 is set as an operation time
and the laundry treatment operation is executed so as to be completed within the set operation time (Tset) under the
control of the controller 24.
[0044] Hereinafter, if the operation time is set as described above, setting or changing of the detailed configurations
of laundry treatment operation according to the set operation time (Tset) will be described.
[0045] The controller 24 may adjust a washing time according to the set operation time (Tset). Washing may include
rotations of the pulsator 4 or the washing tub 3 according to various predetermined patterns, and the controller 24 may
adjust the execution time of each rotation according to the set operation time (Tset). Particularly, as the set operation
time (Tset) decreases, the washing time may be set to decrease.
[0046] The controller 24 may adjust the gradient of acceleration of the washing tub 3 according to the set operation
time (Tset) during the spin-dry. In the spin-dry, the washing tub 3 is accelerated up to a predetermined spin-drying
rotation speed and then rotated for a designated time while maintaining the spin-drying rotation speed. Here, the gradient
of acceleration of the washing tub 3 up to the spin-drying rotation speed (hereinafter, referred to as a "gradient of
acceleration") may be adjusted according to the set operation time (Tset). By varying the gradient of acceleration, a time
taken for the washing tub 3 to reach the spin-drying rotation speed may be adjusted and, thus, the overall laundry
treatment operation may be terminated within the set operation time (Tset). Particularly, the controller 24 may set the
gradient of acceleration to have a greater value, as the set operation time (Tset) decreases. That is, the controller 24
shortens a time taken for the washing tub 3 to be accelerated up to the spin-drying rotation speed, as the set operation
time (Tset) decreases.
[0047] The controller 24 may adjust a rotation speed which the washing tub 3 maintains during the spin-dry (i.e., the
spin-drying rotation speed) according to the set operation time (Tset). Particularly, as the set operation time (Tset)
decreases, the controller 24 may increase the spin-drying rotation speed and, thus, laundry may be rapidly spin-dried.
[0048] The controller 24 may adjust a time for which the washing tub 3 is rotated while maintaining the spin-drying
rotation speed (hereinafter, referred to as a "maintenance time") during the spin-dry. Particularly, the maintenance time
may decrease, as the set operation time (Tset) decreases.
[0049] The washing machine may include a water level sensor (not shown) to sense a water level within the outer tub
2. In this case, the controller 24 sets a water supply level according to the operation time set through the time setting
unit 32 and opens the water supply valve 6 so as to supply water for the wash or rinse. While water supply is carried
out, the water sensor may continue to sense the water level and, upon judging that the sensed water level reaches a
set water supply level, the controller 24 may close the water supply valve 6. The controller 24 may set the water supply
level to be lower, as the set operation time (Tset) decreases. The reason for this is to reduce a time taken to perform
water supply. Such a method of adjusting the water supply level according to the set operation time (Tset) may allow
the water supply level to be re-adjusted according to the set operation time (Tset) even in the case in which the water

[Table 3]

Water supply level Operation time (Tset) which may be input

Low 20∼40 mins.

Middle 50∼80 mins.

High 90∼120 mins.
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supply level is automatically determined according to a laundry amount.
[0050] The controller 24 may adjust a number of times of execution of the rinse according to the set operation time
(Tset). The number of times of execution of the rinse may decrease, as the set operation time (Tset) decreases.
[0051] As described above, it may be understood that, through adjustment of a water supply level, a washing time,
the number of times of rinsing, a spin-drying time, etc. by the controller 24, values pre-stored in a database 28 are
changed to other values according to a set operation time (Tset) and then the changed values are stored in the database
28.
[0052] As apparent from the above description, a washing machine in accordance with the present invention may
terminate a laundry treatment operation within a time set by a user and increase user convenience. Further, by auto-
matically adjusting various variables, the laundry treatment operation may be terminated within a time input by the user.

Claims

1. A washing machine to execute a laundry treatment operation including a wash to remove contaminant from laundry
by applying detergent to the laundry, a rinse to remove the detergent from the laundry, and a spin-dry to remove
water from the laundry by rotating a washing tub (3) containing the laundry at a high speed, the washing machine
comprising:

a time setting unit (32) configured to set an operation time; and
a controller (24) configured to control the laundry treatment operation so as to be terminated before expiration
of the operating time by adjusting at least one of a level of water supplied to the washing tub (3) to execute at
least one of the wash and the rinse, a number of times executing the rinse and an execution time of the spin-
dry, according to the operation time set through the time setting unit (32).

2. The washing machine according to claim 1, further comprising a laundry amount setting unit (33) configured to set
an amount of the laundry,
wherein the controller (24) sets a range of a time, inputtable through the time setting unit (32), according to the
amount of the laundry set through the laundry amount setting unit (33).

3. The washing machine according to claim 2, wherein the controller (24) increases lower and upper limits of the
inputtable time, as the amount of the laundry set through the laundry amount setting unit (33) increases.

4. The washing machine according to claim 1, 2, or 3, further comprising a contamination degree setting unit (34)
configured to set a contamination degree,
wherein the controller (24) sets a range of a time, inputtable through the time setting unit (32), according to the
contamination degree set through the contamination degree setting unit (34).

5. The washing machine according to claim 4, wherein the controller (24) increases lower and upper limits of the
inputtable time, as the contamination degree set through the contamination degree setting unit (34) increases.

6. The washing machine according to any one of claims 1 to 5, further comprising a water level setting unit (35)
configured to set a water supply level,
wherein the controller (24) sets the range of a time, inputtable through the time setting unit (32), according to the
water supply level set through the water level setting unit (35).

7. The washing machine according to claim 6, wherein the controller (24) increases lower and upper limits of the
inputtable time, as the water supply level set through the water level setting unit (35) increases.

8. The washing machine according to any one of claims 1 to 7, wherein the controller (24) adjusts a gradient of
acceleration of the washing tub (3) during the spin-dry according to the operation time set through the time setting
unit (32).

9. The washing machine according to claim 8, wherein the controller (24) sets the gradient of acceleration to be
increased, as the operation time set through the time setting unit (32) decreases.

10. The washing machine according to any one of claims 1 to 9, wherein the controller (24) adjusts a rotation speed
maintained by the washing tub (3) during the spin-dry according to the operation time set through the time setting
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unit (32).

11. The washing machine according to claim 10, wherein the controller (24) increases the rotation speed maintained
by the washing tub (3) during the spin-dry, as the operation time set through the time setting unit (32) decreases.

12. The washing machine according to any one of claims 1 to 11, wherein the controller (24) adjusts a time taken for
the washing tub (3) to be rotated while maintaining a predetermined spin-drying rotation speed during the spin-dry
according to the operation time set through the time setting unit (32).

13. The washing machine according to claim 12, wherein the controller (24) decreases the time taken for the washing
tub (3) to be rotated while maintaining the spin-drying rotation speed, as the operation time set through the time
setting unit (32) decreases.

14. A method of operating a washing machine to execute a laundry treatment operation including a wash to remove
contaminant from laundry by applying detergent to the laundry, a rinse to remove the detergent from the laundry,
and a spin-dry to remove water from the laundry by rotating a washing tub (3) containing the laundry at a high speed,
the method comprising:

Setting an operation time by a time setting unit (32);

and

Controlling, by a controller (24), the laundry treatment operation so as to be terminated before expiration of the
operating time by adjusting at least one of a level of water supplied to the washing tub (3) to execute at least
one of the wash and the rinse, a number of times executing the rinse and an execution time of the spin-dry,
according to the operation time set through the time setting unit (32).

15. The method of claim 14, further comprising setting an amount of th laundry by a laundry amount setting unit (33), and
setting, by the controller (24), a range of a time, inputtable through the time setting unit (32), according to the amount
of the laundry set through the laundry amount setting unit (33).
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